
MINUTES OF PATIENT REFERENCE GROUP MEETING 

HELD ON 17th April 2019 
 

PRESENT: Drs PK & IP 

JW- Practice Manager 

SR - Secretary   

A & J – Glennons Pharmacy 

PRG Members x 6.  P’ON, PH, MP, MG, VM & GM 

 

 

PARKING PROBLEMS 

Discussed, issues with parking.  This has been noticed ever since the new leisure centre 

opened (Nov 2018). Leisure centre is located opposite Surgery (across the brook etc.) 

Currently, leisure centre car park offers 3 hours free parking.  90 spaces including 9 disabled 

bays.  20 cycle spaces. Registration numbers must be registered in the centre on each visit. 

 

GP’s and staff cannot park.  Even at 7.20am, GP’s cannot find a space to park.  Patients are 

stressed as arriving late for their appointments due to not being able to find a car space. 

There are car parking spaces at Maynard Court.  These spaces are used by residents, 

shoppers and GP staff/patients.    

 

General comments heard by PRG members, Maynard Court patients and staff are:- 

1. Leisure centre members that forget to enter car registration number on arrival are getting a 

hefty fine.  For which they are parking their cars in Maynard Court instead. 

2. Leisure centre members that live this side of (the brook) on Ninefields estate are not driving 

around to use leisure centre car park. They park outside surgery inside. 

3. Leisure centre members have been spotted driving up and parking where ever (includes 

creating their own car space not in designated area) within Maynard Court. 

Need to give Epping Council feedback as to problems.   

 

 

GLENNONS PHARMACY 

Pharmacy invited to PRG meeting to discuss ongoing problems with EPS and how to improve. 

Discussed and agreed batch prescribing. 

Discussed issue with some patient being told by pharmacy staff to go back to doctors for scrip 

when staff should have checked if they had scrip first. 

A&J from Glennons discussed prescription turnaround times and patient expectations. 

Previous Glennons software issue has now been sorted. 

Now have long term staff employed.  Unfortunately, issues with staff that thought the job would 

be easy and discovered it was not and left. 

 

Discussed current message on prescriptions.  This needs to be changed as currently patient 

could be misled in thinking medications will be ready to collect in 2 days.  When it’s the 

prescription itself. 

Maynard Receptionists, when informing patients, prescription is done, should actually say, scrip 

has gone to GP.  As this could be misinterpreted as being done by Glennons. 

Electronic requests are the way forward.  Patients need to do more.  I.E requesting 

prescriptions via EPS and booking appointments as well. 

Two PRG members expressed how pleased they are with Glennons 

 



PRIMARY CARE NETWORKS 

Dr PK explained what this involves.   

At present, Maynard Court and Market Square surgeries do not have enough patients to join. 

A minimum of 30,000-50,000 patients is required for which we need to join with another group 

(surgery). 

Benefits of this network are: - Community Pharmacist to check prescriptions, Community 

Physiotherapist. Social Prescribing-social co-ordinator to look after social needs of our patient. 

 

 

AOB  

Dr IP highlighted that there is Citizens Advise Bureau on Tuesday mornings at Waltham Abbey 

Health centre.  This is located upstairs within Maynard Court Surgery area.   

Discussed how CAB can help patients. 

CAB need to advertise themselves. 

Two PRG members are aware of CAB and will speak to them, as currently not many people 

know CAB are there.   

 

Next meeting – TBA 


